Alternative splicing (AS) allows increased diversity and orthogonal regulation of the transcriptional products of mammalian genomes. To assess the distribution and variation of alternative splicing across cell lineages of the immune system, we comprehensively analyzed RNA sequencing and microarray data generated by the Immunological Genome Project Consortium. AS is pervasive: 60% of genes showed frequent AS isoforms in T or B lymphocytes, with 7,599 previously unreported isoforms. Distinct cell specificity was observed, with differential exon skipping in 5% of genes otherwise coexpressed in both B and T cells. The distribution of isoforms was mostly all or none, suggesting on/off switching as a frequent mode of AS regulation in lymphocytes. From the identification of differential exon use in the microarray data, clustering of exon inclusion/exclusion patterns across all Immunological Genome Project cell types showed that ∼70% of AS exons are distributed along a common pattern linked to lineage differentiation and cell cycling. Other AS events distinguished myeloid from lymphoid cells or affected only a small set of exons without clear lineage specificity (e.g., Ptprc). Computational analysis predicted specific associations between AS exons and splicing regulators, which were verified by detection of the hnRPLL/ Ptprc connection.
A lternative splicing (AS), the process of selectively including or removing exons to create a variety of transcripts from the same pre-mRNA, plays an important role in amplifying the diversity and flexibility of genome-encoded molecules (1, 2) . AS can result in different protein isoforms or generate mRNAs of identical coding sequence but varying in their stability, localization, susceptibility to translational control, or microRNA regulation. AS is frequent and ubiquitous, affecting 55-95% of multiexon genes in mammals in different estimates (3) (4) (5) (6) . It is involved in a wide range of biological phenomena, ranging from sex determination to apoptosis or tumor formation. It also allows evolutionary tinkering with transcript structure and gradual transitions in gene function (7) .
Splicing events are overrepresented in genes involved in signaling and transcriptional regulation (receptors, signaling transduction, and transcription factors) and immune and nervous system processes. It has been hypothesized that alternative splicing is particularly valuable in complex systems, where information is processed differently at different times (immune response) or fine-tuning of signal integration is important (5) . In the immune system, the first instance of AS recognized was the now textbook case of differential processing of primary Ig transcripts generating either a membrane receptor in naïve B cells or a secreted protein after antigen-induced differentiation (8) . Other notable examples are the splicing of transcripts encoding adhesion molecules such as PECAM1 or CD44, which modulate cell-stroma interactions, or the extracellular domain of the coinhibitory molecule CTLA4 (9) . A particularly well-studied example is CD45, with isoforms that are distinct in B and T lymphocytes and vary with the differentiation/activation state of the cell under the control of the splicing regulator hnRPLL (10) (11) (12) . Despite these important roles that AS plays in immune cells, a comprehensive evaluation has not been done to assess the distribution and variation across different lineages of the immune system.
To sample alternative splicing events on a genome scale, microarrays have been designed or adapted to identify mRNA splice junctions and alternative exon expression. These technologies include custom-designed arrays that probe exon-exon junctions (4, 13) or quantify exon expression (14) . Methods to detect splice variants from microarrays often focus on identifying an alternatively expressed exon within a gene by comparing two conditions (15) or identifying residual expression of multiple sequential exons compared with the gene's expression level (16) . More recently, high-throughput cDNA sequencing (RNA-seq) has been used to identify and quantify splice junctions (1, 13) , and computational methods have been developed for such analyses (17, 18) .
The Immunological Genome Project (ImmGen) performs a thorough dissection of gene expression in all lineages of the mouse immune system using a controlled data generation pipeline (19) . Gene expression profiles have been generated from >250 distinct cell types, including very rare subsets. Data were produced primarily using microarrays, but they were complemented and cross-verified by RNA-seq profiling on a few cell types. The RNA-seq data yield the most direct identification of splice junctions, but the microarray platform used by ImmGen also provides exon-level resolution, from which exon inclusion or exclusion can be ascertained. Thus, we have used this combination of datasets to analyze AS at great depth in B and T lymphocytes (RNA-seq data) and across the entire spectrum of ImmGen cell types (microarray data). We find that AS is pervasive across the immune system but still incompletely charted, such that 30% of the events that we uncovered were not in existing databases. Some specific patterns of exon use seem broadly linked to differentiation or proliferative states, but others seem applicable only to one or a few genes. This paper summarizes our observations, which can be more specifically queried on a dedicated portal of the ImmGen website (www.immgen.org).
Results
We used two complementary technologies to characterize splicing events. First, we performed a deep RNA-seq analysis of transcripts from naïve CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells, from which we extracted all splice junctions, canonical or alternative. Second, we searched, across the wide panel of microarray datasets from all immune cell lineages profiled by ImmGen groups, for signals that denote the under-or overutilization of individual exons and reflect differential splicing events. To enable crossvalidation between the two approaches, we analyzed the relationship between expression intensity in the two platforms. Integrated gene expression values correlated well (Fig. S1A , Left) [correlation coefficient (cc) = 0.82 and 0.79 for CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells, respectively]; values for individual exons were noisier and less well-correlated, which was expected, because they rely on fewer reads in the RNA-seq and usually two to three oligonucleotide probes on the microarray (Fig. S1A ).
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Canonical and Alternative Splice Sites Identified by RNA-Seq Junction
Reads. Naïve CD4+ T-and CD19+ B-cell populations were sorted from C57BL/6 mice and processed for Illumina pairedend sequencing, generating 146 × 10 6 and 159 × 10 6 genomemappable reads for B and T cells, respectively. For reads that did not have contiguous sequence alignment on the genome and represented RNA splice junctions, we used the TopHat tool to identify splice junctions (20) (SI Materials and Methods). To minimize noise for subsequent analysis, we only considered junctions identified in at least 10 independent reads of one dataset, requiring that reads map uniquely to different start coordinates. All splice junction data are available for browsing at www.immgen.org.
We characterized splice junctions as canonical or alternative using the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) known gene annotations as a reference. Because annotated isoforms are an evolving reference, we collapsed all exons in their linear order on the mouse genome, irrespective of prior isoform assignment. A junction that perfectly linked two consecutive exons was classified as canonical, whereas all others were classified as alternative in the various categories denoted in Fig. 1A (Dataset S1 shows a full list). In CD4+ T cells, 82.6% of all junctions were perfectly matched to canonical boundaries; 4.6% matched known exon boundaries but with a skipped exon, and 12.48% used alternative splice donors or acceptors. Frequencies were essentially identical in B cells; 59.8% and 60.8% of expressed genes in CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells, respectively, had alternatively spliced isoforms in these datasets. In 44.3% of cases, the encoded protein would be changed, because either or both sides of the splice junction mapped to protein-coding regions of mRNAs.
Among these AS events, we detected expected variation, such as the differential splicing in T and B cells of exons 4-6 of the Ptprc gene, encoding the functionally distinct isoforms of CD45; 33.7% of these AS forms had not been described previously in mRNA isoforms recognized by the major databases. For example, we noted an isoform of Foxp3 occurring in 6.5% of transcripts, with an acceptor site just downstream of the normal initiation codon, which resulted in an 8-aa N-terminal truncation (Fig. 1E) . Because an insertion mutation in the same region of FoxP3 affects its ability to interact with particular cofactors and modulates the ability of regulatory T cells (Tregs) to control Thelper-, Th1-, or Th17-type responses (21, 22) , this natural FoxP3 isoform may differentially control Treg subphenotypes (23) .
In addition to AS events, junction analysis identified 1,012 cases where the junction fell outside the confines of the nominal first exon, indicating that 5.5% of genes use alternative promoters (Fig. 1B) . Conversely, differential signals in the 3′ UTRs may reflect AS or alternative polyadenylation sites.
AS events have the potential to generate thousands of protein isoforms from a single gene. For instance, the Drosophila Dscam locus produces a large number of isoforms important in neural development and immune recognition by mutually exclusive AS of tandem duplicated exons (24, 25 (54.8%) (27.8%) we searched for instances of multiple acceptors to a single donor exon (or multiple donors to the same acceptor). As might have been expected, genes encoding antigen-specific receptors appeared prominently in this selection: Ig in B cells or T-cell receptor segments in T cells. Although no other genes exhibited the same degree of diversity, multiple variants were identified in several genes (Fig. 1C) . Intriguing examples include Shisa5, which encodes Scotin, a p53-inducible proapoptotic protein that also affects the Wnt signaling pathway. A few C-terminal isoforms of Shisa5 have been previously reported, but these seven variants ( Fig. 1D ) seem likely to affect the specificity of its interactions. Tcf3 encodes E2A, an E-box binding transcription factor with key roles in lymphocyte differentiation, and these numerous variants ( Fig. 1D ) bring additional diversity to the known variants of its helix-loop-helix domain. Exon inclusion or exclusion (skipping) evolves and partakes closely in cell differentiation. To analyze the tissue specificity of exon skipping, we defined a skipping ratio [the ratio between junctions in which an exon is skipped divided by those junctions in which it is included (defining an exon as present in junctions that map within ±4 bp of its annotated boundaries)]. From the comparison of skipping ratios in T and B cells ( Fig. 2A) , 22 .9% of the skipping events were cell type specific, although exons were mostly included or mostly excluded in equivalent proportions in B and T cells. Exons exclusively skipped in one cell type exhibited two patterns: some trivially belonged to genes only expressed in that cell (23.5% and 31.6% in CD4 and CD19 cells, respectively). However, many of these cell-specific skipping events corresponded to genes expressed in both cell types (falling along the diagonal in Fig. 2 B and D and Dataset S3 has the listing). This observation suggests that sizeable differential control of exon use exists between cells as closely related as T and B lymphocytes.
Exons that were skipped in both CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells belonged to genes equally expressed in both populations (Fig.  2C) . Gene ontology representation analysis showed that loci with exons skipped in the two cell types included many genes related to histone modification (acetylation and methylation), such as Myst2, Myst3, and Dnmt3b, but also splicing regulators, such as Hnrnpf and Hnrnpd (Dataset S2).
Differential Exon Use Across ImmGen Populations. Next, we exploited the unique opportunity provided by the ImmGen microarray data to characterize AS across a wide range of immunologic lineages. We sought to identify differentially expressed exons relative to integrated signals for the gene as a whole, analyzing the distribution in different populations to distinguish true differential splicing from technical variation in probe performance. ImmGen uses Affymetrix mouse 1.0ST arrays, which do not contain probes spanning splice junctions, but each exon is targeted by at least one and sometimes, several oligonucleotide probes, such that exon-specific signals can be parsed, which was previously proposed in refs. 16 and 26. Because we used the RNA-seq data from CD4+ T and B lymphocytes to validate the microarray findings, we restricted the analysis to genes correlated between RNA-seq and microarray data (171,000 probes in 75,673 exons from 7,261 genes) (SI Materials and Methods) and 172 ImmGen cell populations with the highest-quality datasets.
We developed two complementary methods to discover AS exons. In the exon-centric approach, we tested whether some populations were discordant for the expression of a given probe relative to the gene as a whole by fitting a linear regression model between the expression values across all cell types of an individual feature and the corresponding gene (summarized from all probes). As illustrated for Slc20a (Fig. 3A) , most probes yielded signals well-correlated with expression of the gene (Fig.  3A, Left) , but a fraction showed a clear separation of signals for a group of cell types [dendritic cell (DC) populations] (Fig. 3A , Right). In many cases, the divergent cell types proved to belong to a particular lineage or differentiation state. This fit generated residual values for each sample and each probe. We combined the residual values from probes mapping to the same exon and profiling replicates to generate a metric for a given exon and a given population as a measure of deviation of the exon's expression. For robust detection, voluntarily erring on the side of underdetection, we only flagged AS events by high residual value and exon expression lower than gene expression, retaining instances only when all probes within an exon were concordant and showed similar behavior in five or more cell types. This process flagged 1,761 probes in 865 genes. For validation, we asked whether the T-and B-cells RNA-seq data contained the skipped exon junction sequences predicted from the AS exons thus flagged. Indeed, the exons flagged with the highest residual metric (top 50 AS exons in a given population) yielded a good rate of confirmation in the junction reads (20% or better; the frequency dropped at lower ranks) (Fig. S2) . We interpret the unconfirmed hits as representing the limitation of junction read representation, which was discussed above for exon quantitation by RNA-seq.
In the population-centric approach, we tested which exons had a skewed expression in a given cell type by flagging all exons with a low exon to gene expression ratio using the process validated above for RNA-seq data. As illustrated in Fig. 3B for CD19+ B cells, a shoulder was observed in the gene/exon scatter plot (low exon/high gene expressions), and these exons were enriched for AS events identified in the RNA-seq junction sequences (Fig.  3B, red dots) . Such a bias can also result as an artifact of hybridization noise or from poorly performing probes (dead probes). Thus, we dropped from consideration exons for which the exon/gene bias was present in >95% or <5% of populations
Combining the exons flagged by either approach identified 4,321 differentially spliced exons in 1,842 genes (listed in Dataset S4). Although the stringent selection criteria dropped many true signals, they minimized false positives, and the results have sufficient breadth to cover a large number of events and discern general structure in the patterns of alternative splicing. These analyses captured only AS events that varied between immunologic cell types and unavoidably missed AS events with uniform distribution.
On this basis, we asked how patterns of exon exclusion or inclusion distribute across cell types. Using the inclusion/exclusion estimate of AS exons as a metric, we applied an optimized k-means clustering to group exons according to their use patterns. Overall, 1,447 exons (33.5%) did not follow any recognizable or repeated pattern, reflecting unique or rare patterns, or noise. However, 2,872 alternatively spliced exons (66.4%) fell into specific patterns (Fig. 4) . There was a clear symmetry in the pattern of inclusion, such that one cluster could often be paired with a mirror image of exclusion in another cluster (e.g., cl3 and -4). Some clusters followed a clear demarcation between myeloid and lymphoid cell types (cl7 and -8); several distinguished granulocytes from all other cell types (cl5, -2, -3, -4, and -5). The functional similarity between natural killer (NK) cells and activated CD8+ T cells was reflected in cl11. A dominant trend, visible in all clusters but most apparent in some clusters (particularly clear in cl3, -4, -23, and -24), distinguished early differentiation (stem and progenitor cells, pre/pro-B cells, and preselection thymic T cells) and activated effectors from resting mature cells. The AS discovery strategy flagged exon 6 of Ptprc, although it did not belong to the large cospliced clusters. On closer examination, it appeared that Ptprc-ex6 has an inclusion/exclusion pattern shared by only a small number of genes (including Dnajc8, Lonp1, and Pfkl, with Atp11a showing an antithetical pattern). Thus, of all of the exons listed in Dataset S4, some seem to have a cell specificity that is shared with many others, whereas others seem to follow more specific patterns. A full list of populations included in the analysis is provided in Dataset S5.
Correlation with Splicing Regulators. Splicing involves an array of factors that partake in the different steps of the splicing process, a number of which confer the cell type specificities highlighted above (27) . We attempted to associate the patterns of exon inclusion/exclusion observed across the ImmGen cell types with expression of known splicing factors. From gene ontology annotation, we compiled a list of 165 genes associated with mRNA processing and AS and reliably expressed across immunologic cell types. We then correlated the expression patterns of these candidate regulators with the matrix of exon exclusion/inclusion indices. Probabilities of association were derived from the distribution of correlation coefficients (per regulator and per exon) relative to a random selection of genes across ImmGen datasets, and a false discovery rate was calculated by the BenjaminiHochberg procedure; 7,536 such pairs scored at a corrected false discovery rate < 0.5%. Examination of these pairs revealed many regulators correlated with many exons, which was explained by the expression patterns of many regulators expressed along the same differentiation/proliferation pattern that was observed in the dominant inclusion/exclusion clusters of Fig. 4 . However, a group of 27 regulators showed different expression patterns (Fig. 5B and Dataset S6) and significantly correlated with a small number of target exons (Fig. 5C ). This group included Ptprc_ex6 paired with Hnrpll. Because hnRPLL has been convincingly shown to regulate Ptprc splicing (10) (11) (12) , this rediscovery through unsupervised analysis provided a measure of verification of the process.
Discussion
We have performed an in-depth analysis of splicing events in immune cells, thus beginning the development of a reference map cataloguing splicing events in the immune system. It is clear that there are still many surprises in the exploration of AS: 30% of AS junctions identified by RNA-seq had not been previously noted, and casual browsing revealed an isoform of Foxp3, with a position that suggests a function in the differential control of Treg function.
Algorithms that parse exon elements in short-read RNA-seq are not completely codified and still evolving. For instance, very short exons can be missed. The analysis of microarray data for differential exon use by both paths used detects only events that vary between cell types, and our deliberate strategy to flag only the most robust AS signals certainly left out many events.
In addition to the identification of AS events affecting internal exons, analysis of exon expression from the microarray data showed that many differentially included exons are located at the 5′ or 3′ end of the genes (40% of the events identified). Some of the 5′ events denote transcriptional pausing, in which RNA polymerase II initiates transcription, even in cell types in which the gene is not effectively expressed, but without additional elongation (28) . Others denote alternative promoters and initiation sites, which may affect translational control pathways. Conversely, differential signals in the 3′ UTRs may reflect AS or alternative polyadenylation sites, and they may lead to different sensitivities to regulation by microRNAs (15) .
Although most splicing events were among canonical neighboring exons and mapped perfectly to annotated exon boundaries, 17% of junctions corresponded to some form of AS, affecting 60% of expressed genes. This number is on the low end of the range mentioned in the literature (55-95%) (3-6), perhaps because we focused on a single system; also, we ignored junctions observed in one or a few independent reads, and hence, they were more likely to represent noise. AS expands the genome's coding capacity and provides an orthogonal mode of regulation throughout cell differentiation or activation. Indeed, we observed that the distribution of alternative isoforms differed between B and T cells for genes that were otherwise equally expressed in both cell types. Splicing regulators themselves are subject to AS (e.g., Hnrnpc, Hnrnpd, and Hnrnpm), potentially providing fine combinatorial control.
Isoforms that included or skipped individual exons in T and B cells tended to be preferentially very frequent or very rare. Cases of balanced representation of inclusion and exclusion were clearly the minority (as shown in Fig. 2 ), a distribution that may point to an all or none biochemistry of AS, which has been noted in myocyte differentiation (29) .
However, a proportion of AS events may have little or no functional significance with regard to the encoded protein (3, 30) : 45% fall outside of the protein-coding region, and some modify only a few amino acids in structurally tolerant domains, such as leader peptides or Gln-rich domains.
The dominant patterns of differential exon inclusion/exclusion across immunologic cell types did not map to single differentiated lineages. Only a minority separated myeloid/lymphoid lines. Granulocytes were perhaps the exception, clearly standing out among the inclusion/exclusion clusters shown in Fig. 4 . Instead, a dominant watermark corresponded to immature precursors and responding effector T cells. These cell types also correspond to active cell cycling. Thus, a major adaptation of splicing pattern seems to accompany the exit from cell cycling and differentiation, to mature resting states. Correspondingly, we observed that many of the genes with products that partook in mRNA splicing and processing were transcriptionally regulated along the same lines.
Several instances of AS showed distinct patterns (some corresponding with correlated expression of a candidate splicing regulator). Among these instances was the well-known example of Ptprc-ex6, and we rediscovered its regulation hnRPLL (10) (11) (12) . The cell type distribution of this AS event seems to be shared with only a few other transcripts [of 134 candidate targets proposed in the work by Oberdoerffer et al. (10) from transfection experiments and addressed by our analyses, none seemed to correlate with Ptprc-ex6 exclusion or Hnrpll expression], perhaps suggesting a dedicated mode of control of this essential modulator of lymphocyte activation (31) .
This analysis provides an initial comparison of AS events across the immune system. The data presented here and the interactive website of the ImmGen project should serve as valuable community resources.
Materials and Methods
RNA-Seq Data. RNA from CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells was processed for pairedend sequencing (2 × 76 bp; Illumina Hiseq-2), resulting in 146 × 10 6 and 159 × 10 6 mappable reads. We estimated gene expression level using Cufflinks software, a transcript assembly and abundance estimator algorithm (29) . We mapped the RNA-seq data to the mm9 (NCBIM37) genome assembly using TopHat (18), version 1.1.4, and required that reads map uniquely. Using the UCSC known gene annotations, we computed gene expression estimates using Cufflinks (29) . Sequencing reads mapping to predicted splice junctions were extracted from the TopHat junctions output file. RNA-seq quality control metrics are listed in Dataset S6.
Microarray Data. All data were generated within the ImmGen Consortium on Affymetrix MoGene1.0 ST microarrays; most have been reported, and all are accessible in the GEO with accession number GSE15907. The analysis was limited to 172 populations (listed in Dataset S5), excluding nonhematopoietic cell types and samples with lesser dynamic range.
Alternative Splicing Discovery from RNA-Sequencing Data. RNA from CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells was used for the preparation of nonstrand-specific paired-end cDNA libraries in a format compatible with Illumina sequencing technology, which was modified from the work by Parkhomchuk et al. (1) . In brief, an mRNA fraction was enriched from total cellular RNA using oligo(dT) selection, treated with DNase, fragmented, and converted to cDNA with random hexamers. cDNA libraries were subjected to strand-independent Illumina library preparation and sequenced using an Illumina sequencing platform (2 × 76 bp).
We mapped the RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) data to the mm9 (NCBIM37) genome assembly using TopHat (2), version 1.1.4, which required that reads map uniquely. Using the UCSC known gene annotations, we computed gene expression estimates using Cufflinks (3).
TopHat outputs candidate splice junction predictions and a read count for the number of sequencing reads supporting each prediction. We took these reads to represent RNA splice junctions within our samples. Separately we computed alignment and coverage files to visualize the distribution of sequencing reads in a genome browser. Using the summary read counts at each read position within the genome based on the coverages, we estimated the exon-level expression from the number of reads falling within exon boundaries by computing the mean of the piled-up reads with no subsequent normalization. (In total, we obtained 161,948 and 167,067 splice junctions, where 95,699 and 96,372 of these junctions were observed more than 10 times in CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells, respectively.) We further eliminated junctions ending in multiple genes or located entirely in intronic regions. This process resulted in a total of 92,562 and 91,882 junctions in CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells, respectively.
On the basis of the UCSC mm9 mouse exon annotation boundaries, we further categorized these splice junctions as canonical or alternative. If a junction end perfectly matched to two neighboring exon boundaries, we characterized it as canonical. Any junction with skipped exons or acceptor or donor sites previously not in existing databases was characterized as alternative and binned into one of the categories shown in Fig. 1 .
We defined the skipping ratio of an exon as the total read count of junctions skipping that exon divided by the total number of reads skipping it and junctions including it. A junction was considered to include an exon if it fell within ±4 bp around exonannotated boundaries (Fig. S2A) .
Alternative Splicing Discovery from Microarray Data. Transcriptional profiling within the Immunological Genome Project (ImmGen) cell populations has been previously described (4) (www.immgen. org). All ImmGen microarray data were generated using Affymetrix MoGene1.0 ST chips, which contain probes across the gene body. With two to three probes falling within an exon on average, we could characterize exon-level expression. To enable cross-comparison between microarray and RNA-seq data, we selected a set of probes with expression that was well-correlated (Pearson coefficient ≥ 0.7) between the microarray and RNAseq datasets. Our final list was composed of 171,000 probes located in 75,673 exons and 7,261 genes. We estimated exon-and gene-level expression of Affymetrix probes after probe-level robust multiarray average (RMA) normalization (5) and summarized at the probe, exon, or gene level. For analysis of differential use, we selected 172 populations that excluded nonhematopoietic cell types and samples with lesser dynamic range.
Exon-Centric Discovery by Linear Regression. For each of 171,000 probes, we performed a linear regression between the probe's expression and the integrated expression of the corresponding gene across 802 ImmGen samples (three replicates per cell population on average) and computed a residual of each sample to a regression line estimated by a first-degree polynomial fit. We only retained those exons that had a consistent slope for each probegene regression for each of the probes and averaged the residual values for each exon and cell type. For each cell type, we selected the top 50 exons with the highest residual value, with exon/gene expression ratio ≤ 1 (Fig. S2C ) and gene-level expression ≥ 100. We furthered required that at least five cell types have high residual value and that the difference in exon/gene expression ratio was at least 0.4 (75th percentile) among the cell types (Fig. S2B) .
Population-Centric Analysis of Exon/Gene Ratios. For each cell type, we computed exon-gene ratios and selected exons that had a difference of exon-and gene-level expression > 0.4 (log10 scale) and a gene-level expression ≥ 100. To eliminate exons that consistently showed lower exon expression compared with gene-level expression, we additionally required that at least five cell types not fall into this range and had a difference in maximum and minimum exon inclusion/exclusion ratios of at least 0.4 (75th percentile) among the cell types. Fig. S2B shows the distribution of the difference between maximum and minimum values of the exon/ gene expression ratios.
Combining the results from both the exon-and populationcentric methods resulted in 4,321 exons residing in 1,842 genes as candidate exons that showed differential splicing among ImmGen cell types. Prediction of exon exclusion patterns from Affymetrix microarrays in CD4+ T and CD19+ B cells for both the exonand cell type-centric methods showed a similar profile of validation compared with skipped exons obtained from RNA-seq. True positives were 15-20% for up to 100 flagged exons but leveled off to 10% if more exons were flagged (Fig. S2 D and E) .
Clustering of Flagged Exons. For k ranging from 10 to 30, we performed a k-means clustering on the row-normalized exon/gene ratios (a metric of exon inclusion), with 10 random initializations for each value of k. We chose the clusters that had the biggest difference between mean intercluster distances and mean intracluster distances in Euclidean space, which resulted in 28 clusters.
Splicing Regulators. We compiled a list of 229 genes with gene ontology annotation related to splicing and splicing regulatory activity. Among these genes, 165 genes were expressed ≥500 in a cell population. We correlated the expression value of each regulator across ImmGen cell types with the exon inclusion/exclusion metric and computed a P value from a background distribution of correlations of each exon inclusion/exclusion metric vs. a random set of 500 genes. We used a Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to compute false discovery rate values for significance between 165 splicing regulators and 4,321 exons; 7,536 such pairs scored at a corrected false discovery rate < 0.5%. Because of the high number of intercorrelated regulators, we focused on the subset to 27 specific regulators shown in Fig. 5D . 
